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Let's plan 

now for 

the ·worst 
IMMEDIATE and urgent steps should be taken to set up the publicity and planning unit recommended in the Planning Council's Report, New Zealand After Nuclear War. 

Complete annihilation of New Zealand society is not inevitable should a nuclear war occur in the most likely arena, the Northern Hemisphere. Action taken now, the report assures us, could greatly lessen the effects of such a tragedy. The unit advocated in the report would set up a public information programme and involve the community in planning to help our society cope. The flip-side of Kiwi ingenuity is an allergy to planning. Before World War II, as the report points out, we were years behind Britain and other Commonwealth countries in detailed planning for war-time economy. It is astounding to read in the report that "at present there is no planning within or without Government for responding to the impact of nuclear war." 
Parliamentary and local body representatives must read_ the report in full. It should spur them into activity. Much of the infor- . mation will be new to them, previous reports having come frorri Northern Hemisphere sources. 

TOP- targets · Many. ·people reading the report wm • 1earn for the first timeof EMP, the electro-magneticpulse that, should it occur couldinstantly cripple our communications, energy, · banking and• transport, forcing us into subsistence living.The report says EMP could hitNew Zealand because three Australian communication f acflitieswould be high priority targets ina nuclear war.On reading this, New Zealanders may pressure their leaders tobe less reluctant about exportingtheir non-nuclear policy acrossthe Tasman.While undertaking the worthwhile and vital task of working inthe international community fora lasting peace, we must notblind ourselves to the horriblepossibility of failure.The Planning Council's reportwas funded from Rainbow Warrior Compensation Funds.That outrage may, on one awful day, be seen to have at leastone major positive result by having persuaded us to plan for whatw� hoped would never occur.
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Living with 
the bomb 

W
HEN the Rainbow Warrior was bombed inAuckland harbour on July 10, 1985, it wasen route to Mururoa to publicise the horrors of nuclear war. The French Government's act of terrorism was designed to hide its Pacific nuclear testing programme from the glare of publicity. It is a fitting irony that to this day the French action continues to highlight the nuclear menace in a way that the modest mission of the Rainbow Warrior could never have achieved. The latest demonstration of the aftershock from the Rainbow Warrior bombing is the Planning Council's report, New Zealand After a Nuclear War. The report was prepared using some of the reparation money from the French Government. The council's report is an important document which examines the reality of the nuclear threat to New Zealand. It is emphatic in its conclusion that the main dangers from a nuclear war do not lie in the horrifying projections of • a nuclear winter. Radioactive fallout would most likely not affect New Zealand directly, and it is postwar survival that we should dwell on. A curious preoccupation in the wake of the report is the effect of a nuclear war on the finance sector, microwave ovens, computers and cars. It is an indication that we have riot come to terms with the notion of basic survival. Certainly the report dwells on these matters, but the central issues are water, sanitation, food production and medical supplies. The price of Brierley shares in a post-war, subsistence econo-. my is hardly of major concern. I The council's report identifies a lack of preparedness in facing these basic survival issues. • But worse than that, it shows that no plans have been made and that the organisation to anticipate nuclear war does not exist. • This alarming truth is not new; the inability ofour civil defence structure to cope with naturaldisasters has surfaced before. This reflects notso much on the efforts of those working in theorganisation as on the inadequate commitmentof the resources required to anticipate and plantor all eventualities. That Dr Michael Bassett'smove from the health portfolio to internal andlocal affairs and civil defence was seen as ademotion is evidence of that thinking.The Government could usefully direct Dr Bassett to rectify this warped sense of priorities. As a start, the Planning Council should have its work extended to include a thorough study of existing structures and resources with a view to creating a civil defence organisation that will provide the security so obviously missing now. It is to the Government's credit that it has finally : highlighted deficiencies in our civil defence, but it will be to no avail if the resources to bring about changes are not quickly committed. Labour has achieved a radical shift in New Zealand's thinking about nuclear issues and our 1 ability to play a part in prevention of nuclear j disaster. The Planning Council's report rightly 1 accords the highest priority to prevention. But it is time to concentrate on the less romantic aspect of the nuclear threat. That is the challenge of the council's report and it is one that must be taken up immediately. 


